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Paul Lloyd Warner (PLW) is a visionary and pioneer of New Age 
Classical Music. He is also a highly evolved artist distinguished 
in writing, photography and the electronic arts. Known as a 
leader in original solo piano, contemporary, electronic and 
symphonic music, he is also the first person to play LIVE piano 
music to Humpback Whales at sea. PLW’s mission is to work 
tirelessly for peace and healing in the world by sharing his 
music and art with humanity at large.

Today, PLW possesses a masterful piano technique that is 
identifiable as the Paul Lloyd Warner-Waterfall Music style 
where listeners experience an incredible speed of notes 
executed with such flawless clarity that many proclaim they are 
transformed by the poetry and imagery in his music. 

“When I go out into nature and experience breathtaking beauty all 
around me, I experience strong emotions and a greater spiritual 
depth . . . Sometimes, I feel that the music is playing through me.” 

PLW composes, conducts, engineers and plays the 
instruments of the orchestra, LIVE in nature, all in one sitting 
without any mixing, multi-tracking, sequencing or overdubbing. 

Recently, Paul Lloyd Warner partnered with scientists to 
conduct a study that tested a wide variety of people’s brain 
patterns in response to listening to his dynamic music.  The 
results were overwhelmingly positive for deep relaxation, 
mental acuity and healing.

His newest albums are rich with symphonic and orchestrated 
textures including An American Symphony, The Healing 
Power of Music and new 6-hour collector’s set entitled, 
MOTHER EARTH - 6 Symphonic Suites. PLW’s music was 
recently used in a European documentary film through National 
Geographic and Smithsonian entitled, “Secrets of the Great 
Barrier Reef”. 

Now bursting into the beginning of his eighties, Paul Lloyd 
Warner is dedicating the rest of his life to licensing, distributing, 
publishing and producing his masterworks of music, 
multimedia, literary manuscripts and film treatments as well as 
preparing concerts for peace and healing world-wide. 

To learn more about Paul Lloyd Warner: 
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Mother Earth Collection: 6 Symphonic Suites
“Shines with a Majestic Intensity”     “A Monumental Achievement”
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Click any 
album 

cover to 
learn more 
and listen.

https://motherearthsuites.bandcamp.com/album/earth-suite-5
https://motherearthsuites.bandcamp.com/album/mountians-suite-2
https://motherearthsuites.bandcamp.com/album/oceans-suite-4
https://motherearthsuites.bandcamp.com/album/stars-suite-6
https://motherearthsuites.bandcamp.com/album/deserts-suite-1
https://motherearthsuites.bandcamp.com/album/waterfalls-suite-3


Waterfall Music Collection
"Marvelous, music so beautiful, it transcends space and time...this is the new classical music.”
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Click any album cover to learn more and listen.

https://waterfallmusic.bandcamp.com/album/a-symphony-for-humanity
https://waterfallmusic.bandcamp.com/album/waterfall-music-for-solo-piano
https://waterfallmusic.bandcamp.com/album/zen-waterfall-for-bamboo-flute-and-piano
https://waterfallmusic.bandcamp.com/album/zen-waterfall-for-bamboo-flute-and-piano


Music for Peace Collection
“Nothing like anything I have experienced before.”

“This IS music.  It takes me to places I have never heard . . . I soar!”
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https://musicforpeace.bandcamp.com/album/water-lilies-for-solo-harp
https://musicforpeace.bandcamp.com/album/miracle-of-dolphins-solo-piano
https://waterfallmusicllc.bandcamp.com/album/the-healing-power-of-music


An American Symphony
Music for Peace, Love and Wisdom

Powerful - Evocative - Revolutionary

An AMERICAN SYMPHONY 
is a celebration of the beauty of 
nature in music. PLW brings his 
keyboards into the wilderness and 
performs these epic and poetic 
orchestrations while gazing into 
spectacular scenery. 
Truly, a unique musical experience.

Recorded on location and inspired by 
The Grand Canyon, Colorado, New 
Mexico, Arizona, The Grand Tetons, 
Zion, California and Oregon Coasts, 
Yosemite, the Great Northwest 
and Mt. Shasta.

Brilliant and Stunning Performances 
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https://americansymphony.bandcamp.com/album/an-american-symphony


The ORACLE of WHALES
From 60 million years ago to our present time, the 
Whales tell awe-inspiring stories from their point-of-view.  
Their languages are translated into human English by 
poet, Paul Lloyd Warner.  We learn about their epochs of 
territorial disputes, navigational routes, their families and 
the tragedy they experienced during centuries of Whaling 
by the hands of Man. Any person who loves whales, 
dolphins and the oceans will enjoy this adventurous and 
groundbreaking book.  

“Hear the voice, our shrill and call,
We are your Elders from the deeps.

    Listen through your hearts as we . . .
and you will feel our visions, 

Great and small.”        

Second Edition Publishing in 20197


